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Abstract

This study follows a previous one of patterns of competition in Israel's health system, which
was published by the Institute in 1991 . The findings reported here document the nature and
extent of competition among hospitals in the Jerusalem and Tel Aviv markets as of early
1990. This study analyzes whether, and to what extent, hospitals sought to increase their
patient volume, why they tried to do so, and what steps they took to attract additional
patients. The study also explores the role of sick funds as purchasers of hospital services in
this increasingly competitive marketplace.

It is virtually impossible to predict the competitive behavior of Israeli hospitals on the basis
of theory alone. Even detailed economic models of perfect competition cannot adequately
describe health care markets, because they do not account for market imperfections. In this
report, the dynamic interaction of the factors important to hospital competition in Israel are
analyzed as a prelude to presentation of the research findings.

This study was primarily based on 40 interviewsof hospital directors, department heads, staff
physicians, and sick fund managers, which were carried out between January and August,
1990. The research indicated that, while competing for patients was not a sole objective, and
while regulations did constrain competition to a large extent, hospitals in Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem were beginning to invest more energy in efforts to attract additional patients. By

doing so, hospitals hoped to increase their revenues, increase physician incomes, ensure
adequate volumeto justify bed and staffing complements, and acquire the experience needed
to survive in the more competitive environment expected in the future.

In order to attract patients, hospitals were developing new services, strengthening links with
communitybased providers, competing over wellknown senior physicians, selling services
during the afternoon hours, and advertising. Sick funds were just beginning to invest energy
in efforts to monitor and control hospital utilization and were experimenting with group
purchase contracts with selected hospitals.

The Jerusalem and Tel Aviv hospital markets differed in terms of who owned the hospitals,
how the hospitals were reimbursed, and how the flow of patients to hospitals was regulated.
In light of these differences in market structure and economic incentives, the researchers
expected to find the competition more intense in Jerusalem than in Tel Aviv. While this was
found to be true to some extent, hospital behavior in the two markets proved to be more
similar than had been expected.

In its report of August, 1990 the State Commission of Inquiry into the Functioning and
Efficiency of the Health Care System recommended reforming the organization of Israel's
hospital system.



Some of the recommendations made by the Commission are already ibemipnlgemented.
While Israeli policymakers agree that the health care system should become more
competitive, they have not yet reached a consensus as to how this should be accomplished.
This study provides important baseline data for evaluating the changes in hospital behavior
which are expected to follow the implementation of the Commission's recommendations. It
also identifies topics for further research into the dynamics of the Israeli hospital market.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Israeli health care system is one of many parts of the political economy which appear to be

on the verge of significant structural change. As is happening in many other countries,
Israel's health care system may be shifting from one based on health system planning to one

based on decentralized decisionmaking and competition. This shift is the result both of gradual
evolution and of conscious effort. Having decided to encourage the development of a

competitive health care system, Israeli policymakers have yet to define what the structure of that

system should be.

Formulation of effective policies must be grounded in an understanding of how competition is
currently being used in the Israeli health care system. As a relatively new phenomenon in

Israel, competition in health care delivery has received less attention from the research and

policy communities than has health system planning. There is thus a danger that competitive
policies may be adopted and implemented before policymakers have adequate knowledge of
current competitive behaviors.

Israel's health system is pluralistic in its financing and delivery of services. This paper

examines hospital competition under conditions that existed until recently, providing a baseline
for policymaking for this major sector of the health system.

Hospital behavior and competition are the result of a complex set of incentives, constraints, and
cultural influences. In many cases they cannot be easily understood or predicted on the basis
of conventional economic models or genera! theories of organizational behavior. Multiple
parameters  including governance, financing, whether or not a hospital is a teaching institution,
and the priority it assigns to having a competitive strategy (Henderson et al. 1989)  are needed
to explain hospital behavior.

A review of the literature, together with an a priori analysis that took into account the unique

features of the Israeli system, served as a background for this field study of hospital competition
in Israel. The questions asked in this study were designed to gain a basic knowledge of

competitive behavior in Israel's hospital market:
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* Are hospitals interested in competing for patients?

* What motivates hospitals to compete with one another?

, * How do hospitals compete?
* Is competition a contest among equals, or do some institutions have greater market power

than others?
* What role do various purchasers of services  especially sick funds  play in the hospital

market?
* What role do regulators such as the Ministry of Health (MOH) play?

* What do current patterns of hospital competition in Israel imply for cost and quality?

In order to begin to answer these questions, we conducted interviews with hospitalbased

physicians and directors, and reviewed documentary mateiral obtained from the hospitals and

the MOH. Together with preliminary data on hospitalization patterns  i.e. length of stay,
patient residences, and emergency room usage  these were analyzed to provide a basic

understanding of the hospital market.

This paper focuses on hospital competition in Israel's two largest markets: Jerusalem and Tel
Aviv. We chose to examine these two markets to identify patterns of competitive behavior that

vary from one market to another, as well as those that may be common throughout the country.
We found that the competitive environments of these two markets differ.

While our research was in progress, the Israeli health care system began undergoing changes that
affected some of the structural features addressed in this paper. Nevertheless, the examination
presented here of hospital behavior under the conditions that prevailed in early 1990 provides
a basis for understanding and anticipating hospital behavior under new conditions. In addition,
circumstances prompted us to analyze the probable impact of some of these recent changes.

In Section Two the literature on hospital competition is reviewed, and structural parameters for
understanding hospital competition identified. Background on the Israeli health care system,

with special emphasis on parameters important to hospital competition, is presented in Section

Three. In Section Four we analyze the types of competitive behavior one might expect to ifnd,
based on the literature and unique aspects of the Israeli economy. Section Five presents the

methodology used to conduct the study. The structures and behavior patterns of the two hospital
markets are described, analyzed, and compared in Section Six. In Section Seven, policy
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implications and directions for further research are explored. The Appendix presents a general

description of the role of competition in the Israeli political economy.
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**. WHAT IS HOSPITAL COMPETITION?

Duirng the past decade and a half, the role of competition in health care has generated much

theorizing, policy analysis, controversy, and misunderstanding (Enthoven,1988; Chinitz, 1992).

Economics, source of the classical model of market competition, has had a major role in the

analysis of public and health care policy. Perhaps this is due to economists' compelling
argument that government should intervene only when markets fail to function optimally.

Health care is a service which even most economists recognize as being mediated suboptimally
by classical free markets (Arrow, 1963; Enthoven, 1988). A number of factors contribute to

1 market failures in the ifeld of health care:

a) Although the classical free market requires that all information be shared equally among
participants exchanging goods and services, information is not shared equally by

consumers and providers of health care services. Physicians know more than patients
about the latters' ailments. Prospective consumers of health insurance know more about
their health prospects than do insurers.

b) Health and health care are not homogenous products. It is difficult to identify a basic

unit of health or health care which may be provided on the basis of a price system.

Health care services vary in quantity and quality, and units of care that are identical in

pirce may really be quite different products. This lack of homogeneity violates one of
the basic assumptions underlying the theory of the perfectly competitive market.

c) Consumption of medical services is not always determined by the consumer, but rather

by the proxy relationship between the patient and his physician (i.e., the physician makes
decisions for the patient). Proxy or "agency" relationships involve a large amount of
trust  a commodity not represented in classical economic models.

d) People who have health insurance may not be cost conscious. Physicians may exploit
this, and a patient's relative lack of information, to overuse medical care. When it is in
their interest, physicians may convince patients to undergo treatments of limited medical

necessity or desirability.
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e) The classical model of a free market is founded on the assumption that enough providers
will be competing to preclude one provider's influencing prices. Yet health care
markets, especially hospital markets, are often characterized by a limited number of
providers. It is more difficult to predict the behavior of hospitals in oligopolistic markets
than in competitive ones. Consumers of health care, and particularly of hospital services,

do not always function as individual family units; rather, they may be part of larger units
such as employee groups, labor unions, or other group purchasers of health maintenance
organization (HMO) services. The small number of both producers and consumers

violates the assumptions of the classical market model.

f) Health care institutions such as hospitals often have other objectives besides profit
maximization  the objective imputed to firms by classical economic theory. For
example, budgetary and facility expansion, which are common hospital objectives,
complicate an analysis based on the assumption that profit maximization is the prime

objective.

g) The objectives of medical professionals  especially physicians  are not always identical
to those of the health care institution in which they work. Professional prestige and

status in the scientific community may compete with the overall goals of health care
organizations. A multiplicity of subgoals  particularly those held by people who have

great influence on organizational behavior, such as physicians  make it difficult to
evaluate hospital behavior according to the classical economic model of the firm

(Feldstein, 1983).

This review of market failures provides an appropriate background for a review of the literature
on hospital competition. One of the central findings presented in the literature is that in the
presence of indemnity health insurance  that is, ex poste coverage of the full costs of care 

the greater the competition (the greater the number of hospitals in a given market), the higher
the cost of care (Rosen and Chinitz, 1992; Robinson, Luft, McPhee, and Hunt, 1988).

Physicians and patients, who choose providers, assume that more is better. Since they do not

directly bear the cost of hospitalization, treatments may be expensive and hospital stays lengthy.

This might not be the case if patients and physicians were to bear some of the financial

responsibility for hospital care (Robinson and Luft, 1988a). These findings are based on data
gathered before prospective payments (Diagnostically Related Groups, hereafter, DRGs) and
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other costconscious interventions were introduced by the government and other purchasers of
health care, such as large firms and insurance companies (Califano, 1986).

Other studies of hospital competition have investigated hospital behavior under conditions of
consumer cost consciousness, such as when HMOs or government funding agencies shop for

lowcost hospital providers on behalf of their insured. Some of these studies show that when

group purchasers engage in "selective contracting", increased competition leads to reduced

hospitalization costs (Zwanziger and Melnick, 1988).

An alternative to selective contracting is government regulation of hospital costs. For example,
one cause of increased hospital expenditures is the increasing cost of medical technology. In a

competitive market, hospitals use investments in high technology as a way of attracting patients
and their physicians. Working through the states, the United States federal government
attempted to control the diffusion of medical technology with an instrument known as a

Certificate of Need (CON). Under CON, hospitals needed government approval before making
investments of a certain size in facilities and equipment. Research findings are divided over
whether CON was successful in containing hospital expenditures. Some investigators found that

while CON did bring about a reduction in the rate of growth in the number of hospital beds, it
had only limited control over technology, and thus did not contain overall hospital expenditures
(Salkever and Bice, 1976). In fact, CON may actually have blocked the entry of new
competitors, thereby contributing to higher prices than would be expected under competitive
conditions (Feldstein, 1983). On the other hand, there is research indicating that CON did

succeed in limiting the spread of certain technologies (Russell, 1979). In addition, in some
European countries, such as France, CONtype regulations have apparently been successful in

controlling the diffusion of medical technology (Lacronique, 1988).

The literature mentioned thus far does not cite whether the hospitals under study are profit
making or nonproift institutions. Several authors have pointed out that different incentives

motivate proift and nonproift institutions  a fact which may not be reflected in analyses based
on the assumption that all hospitals in a market behave as if they were profit maximizers.

Feldstein (1983) discusses the utility maximization model and the physician control model, which
explain both the persistent, noncost minimizing behavior observed and the prevalence of non
profits in many hospital markets. Other authors expand on the differences in the behavior of
proift, nonproift, and publicly sponsored hospitals (Schlesinger et al., 1987).
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However, the literature indicates that a more important focus for public policy on hospital

competition is the decisive role played by physicians in determining hospital behavior, regardless
of ownership. This may explain why all types of hospitals have begun to respond similarly to

government regulation and cost control (Schlesinger et al., 1987). In countries where hospitals

are budgeted by a central government authority, the degree to which physician objectives

determine hospital behavior depends partly on the extent to which government regulations and

sick funds control allocation of health resources (Bigelow and Mahon, 1989; Saltman and de

Roo, 1989; Deberetal., 1988).

The economic models of hospital competition and the sectoral literature imply that to understand

a hospital system it is necessary to consider its stage of development and its organizational,
financial, and regulatory structure. Therefore, before presenting the findings of a ifeld study

of Israeli hospital markets, it is important to review the development and structure of the system.
This will make it possible to identify the structural parameters likely to influence hospital

behavior, which were taken into account in designing the study reported here.
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III. THE CONTEXT OF HOSPITAL COMPETITION EN ISRAEL

Israeli hospitals compete according to an unusual set of rules; this produces a different reality
than that presented by models in the literature. While existing models provide a conceptual basis
for evaluating what is happening in Israel, the rarities of the Israeli system illumine existing

models of hospital behavior.

General Background on the Israeli Health Care System
The structure and process of the Israeli health care system is an outgrowth of the institutional

system that existed before the State was created and the government established. Hospitals were
created by voluntary organizations such as Hadassah, the Histadrut, and several European

governments (Halevy, 1981). Four sick funds have since evolved, the largest of which is Kupat
Holim Clalit (KHC) of the Histadrut. This fund, which today insures about 70^0 of the

population, also began developing its own hospital system before the creation of the State.

upon gaining independence in 1948, Israel set up a government, which naturally included a

Ministry of Health (MOH). Two phenomena produced the configuration that is still in place
today and that has been a source of the many accomplishments  and setbacks  of the Israeli

health care system. First, the new MOH saw provision of services as its mission, more than
policymaking and regulation. The MOH inheirted hospitals that had operated during the
mandate peirod. Over time, it increased its role as a direct service provider (Halevy, 1981).

It also undertook provision of public health and preventive services, primairly maternity and

child care. Second, the sick funds continued to operate as independent organizations

(Ellencweig, 1983; Tulchinsky, 1986). Primary care remained the province of the sick funds.
In addition, KHC continued to operate its hospitals.

The MOH developed a reputation for being a weak ministry for several reasons: first, the MOH

wore two hats, that of health care provider (particularly hospital services), and that of policy
planner and regulator. The conventional wisdom was that the daytoday operation of hospitals
took precedence over more longrange policy planning. A byproduct of this was centralization,
with the MOH becoming involved in the most minute details of the operation of its hospitals.
Second, as both a regulator and a provider of hospital services, the MOH faced a conflict of
interests. Third, the professional level of the MOH was considered low, with few of its staff
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trained in health management or economics (Ministry of Health, 1988). Finally, the MOH was

generally not a 'plum' sought after by politicians or coalitionpartner political parties. Several

public commissions called for restructuirng the MOH, including separating it from hospital
operations (possibly by creating an independent hospital authority), increasing decentralization,

and strengthening its policy and regulatory functions. Until the establishment of the State

Commission of Inquiry, which presented its report in August 1990, none of these
recommendations had been implemented (Halevy, 1981; State Commission of Inquiry, 1990;

Steinberg, 1989).

The Ministry of Finance (MOF), on the other hand, has always been a strong organization.

Reacting to increased fiscal pressures, the MOF presided over various reductions in the
government's contribution to the health system, particularly its support of KHC. With the

installation of a Likud government for the first time in 1977, relations between KHC and both

the MOH and the MOF became increasingly adversarial. KHC's traditional strategy had been

to emphasize growth and expansion more than financial management and to depend on the

largesse of the government to help with burgeoning deficits. With the Likud in control, the
fiscal reigns on KHC were tightened, making it increasingly difficult for the largest sick fund

to provide convenient quality service to its clients (Gadish, 1986; State Commission of Inquiry,
1990). At the same time, the smaller funds were able to use their size and the maneuverability
it afforded them to take advantage of various opportunities to get quality services at relatively

low pirces.

As a result, the smaller sick funds, especially Maccabi, were able to compete more successfully
with KHC for new, younger, and wealthier members. Because of the way the sick funds are
financed, this exacerbated KHC's position. About55 9£ of the sick fund budgets come from
mandated employer contirbutions, called a "parallel tax". This parallel tax is a straight 5?6
assessment on payroll up to an income ceiling of about four times the average income (Rosen
and Ellencweig, 1988; Ron 1986). Until recently, the legislated formula for allotmentof parallel
tax monies to sick funds prescirbed that80 9£ be distirbuted on the basis of member income, and
2096 on the basis of membership size. In addition, the funds raise revenues from membership
dues, which are also determined on an incomerelated basis. This formula made wealthier

members more attractive to the funds (Rosen and Ellencweig, 1988). It seems members of
higher socioeconomic status tend to choose Maccabi because it offers greater freedom of choice
of provider, better service, and shorter waiting times at clinics. Maccabi and the other small
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sick funds also screen potential members (State Commission of Inquiry, 1990; Bar Am,

Jerusalem Post February 12, 1988). Under these conditions, the smaller funds receive

relatively more parallel tax per member, and at the same time have a healthier, younger member
population (Central Bureau of Statistics, 1983). Figure 1 shows the changing shares of the sick
funds in the health insurance market.

This method of determining sick fund revenues has obvious implications for competition among
sick funds. KHC, obligated to insure any member of the Histadrut, claims to have an older,

poorer population of larger family units than does Maccabi (SiegelItzkovich, Jerusalem Post

March 13, 1988). Any increases in KHC's membership dues, which are also a percentage of
income, would only chase more highincome members to Maccabi. A vehement argument over

the formula for allocating the parallel tax has developed in recent years, leading to significant
changes in the allocation formula, which gave greater weight to the age structure than to the

income levels of a fund's membership.1

In addition to the threepronged problem of increasing consumer dissatisfaction, increasing

government financial strictures, and increasing competition to KHC from Maccabi and other
small sick funds, widespread physician discontent with working conditions has thrown the entire
health system into repeated crises. For example, in 1983 and 1987 KHC concluded agreements
with its hospital physicians allowing afternoon consultations and second shifts in operating
theaters in order to reduce queues for elective surgeries. Government hospital physicians
demanded a similar arrangement from the MOH, and other health sector workers also demanded

a piece of the new pie (SiegelItzkovich, Jerusalem Post February 19, 1988). While not pleased
with KHC's unilateral action, the MOH  while under a Labor minister in the framework of the
national unity government  tended to be more sympathetic to the fund than was the MOF

(SiegelItzkovich, Jerusalem Post February 11 , 1988). However, under Likud control, the latter
was unwilling to allow the wage agreements necessary to operate second shifts in either MOH

' Prior ot the change, sick funds had a financial incentive to avoid potential members who were poor, sick, or elderly. The
changes which grew outof the Professional Committee on Distributionof Parallel Tax Funds (the Habib Committee) effectively
make tliese vulnerable population groups as attractive ot the sick funds as are the young, healthy, and wealthy.
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Figure 1: Sick Fund Market Shares 1

1989 and 1991 I

1989 1991

^^^^^^^^ if up 7 ■o to/n ^^^₪^^^^^^
KHC 77.0o/o^^^H|^^ KMU *^^^^^^^^
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Maccabi 125o/o ^Maccabi 13.8o/o

Source: National Insurance Institute Reports
1989/1991



or KHC hospitals. In the years that followed, the system was subject to intermittent strikes and

work stoppages, which at times spread to primary care clinics, as wel1.

It is against this background that hospitalization patterns and competition among hospitals nave

been changing. In order to understand these processes, it is necessary to understand some

additional contextual factors specific to hospital competition.

The Specific Context of Hospital Competition
The specific contextual factors that differentiate hospital competition in Israel from that 'n other
countries are: reimbursement arrangements; regionalization and emergency service duty rotation>'

physician status and employment relations; and hospital ownership. These will be explained

seriatim.

Reimbursement arrangements
Since the early days of the State, public hospitals in Israel have been reimbursed primarily on

the basis of a universal perdiem fee, which represents some calculation of average cost per day
in the hospital sector (Rosen and Ellencweig, 1988). There are two important issues associated
with this form of reimbursement. First, until 1975 the perdiem payment was heavily subsidized

by the government. This meant that sick funds had to pay little of the cost of hospitalization in

either government or KHC hospitals. In 1975, however, the government severely curtailed its

coverage of hospitalization cost (Ron, 1986). Second, the perdiem payment substantially

underpays hospitals that offer highly sophisticated services which are well above average costs.
These conditions create an adversarial relationship between sick funds and hospitals in which tne

latter seek to lengthen hospital stays, and the former to control this behavior. Beofre DRGs

were instituted in the U.S., when payment was often on a perdiem basis, hospital stays were
much longer than is presently the case (Robinson and Luft, 1988a; Sloan, 1988). The tendency
to long hospitalizations is exacerbated in hightech hospitals looking to make extra 1evenue at

the lowcost end of treatment (Ginsberg et al., 1991). The impact of perdiem reimbursement
is felt particularly in the regionalization of hospital services, described below.

Regionaliwtion
Regionalization is presented in the literature as serving various purposes, such as rational

allocation of resources, and achievement of quality effects through concentration of specialized
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services in one area2. In practice, ideal conceptions are affected by real considerations,

producing real forms which are never congruent with theoretical ideals.Regionalization of
health services may result less from rational planning than from allegiance to existing political

boundaires not necessarily related to service planning. While regionalization of health services

may be intended to give regions control over their health budgets, it may ultimately result in
something quite different.

In Israel, regionalization of hospital services did not derive from the rational planning model.

Rather, it was instituted because of reimbursement considerations and the cutting of government
subsidies, described above (Modan, 1985). As a result of the withdrawal of subsidies, KHC

began maximizing occupancy in its own facilities by channeling its ensured population to them.

The MOH became concerned that government hospitals might have to reduce infrastructure,
activities, and spending due to low occupancy. The regionalization agreement of 1981 was an

effort to maintain occupancy in government hospitals. Under the agreement, hospital regions

were defined and hospitals designated responsible for defined regional populations. The
regionalization agreement stipulated that patients would be assigned to hospitals on the basis of
their place of residence. Though perhaps not a deliberate attempt to prevent competition among
hospitals, this policy sought to ensure hospital occupancy on the basis of central planning.

Regionalization was accompanied by modification of the reimbursement arrangements between
KHC and the MOH's hospitals. KHC was concerned that regionalization and perdiem
reimbursement would give government hospitals an incentive to increase length of stay. The

regionalization agreement therefore stipulated that the government would receive a global
prospective payment for the anticipated use of its hospitals by KHC. Since actuarial data on the
expected days of hospitalization per agesex group in Israel were insufficient, Canadian data

2 Regionalization is most commonly understood as a basis forplanning health systems. Geographical regionalization provides
a rationale for allocating resources and services based on population needs; a manageable area of control for planners and
regulators; and a wayof identifying consumer groups that may participate in decisionmaking and provide feedback to the system
(Doron, 1982; Abramson, 1982; Mann Committee Report, 1969).

Regionalization may also be used to concentrate specialized services  such as a specific type of surgery  at a

designated site to obtain economies and qualitiesof scale. This typeof regionalization may coincide with that described above:
Defined health regions may cooperate in the operation of specialized, superregional facilities (Luft et al., 1979).

Another type of regionalization synthesizes these rational planning approaches. For example, a health region might
be defined in response to population needs, and a budget determined accordingly. The budget might then be allocated to
competing providers, such as HMOs, on a capitation basis. This is a mixed planning/market model: The budget is planned
regionally. but allocated through a market mechanism. Versions of this model are being considered in the U.S., the United
Kingdom, and Israel (Ellencweig, 1983; Hiatt, 1987; Her Majesty's Stationary Ofifce, 1989; State Commission of Inquiry,
1990).
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were used. These indicated that 0.86 hospitalization days per KHC member could be expected.
The number of days was multiplied by the estimated membership of KHC and by the perdiem

rate to arrive at the prospective global payment (Ron, 1986). Interestingly, KHC was to pay

the MOH, and not the individual regional MOH hospitals. This meant that a large proportion

of the MOH hospitals' budgets would be transformed into a prospective budget allocated to them

by the MOH. Figure 2 summarizes the reimbursement methods in use between the various
payers and hospitals in Israel as of early 1990. A variety of arrangements existed in addition

to the special reimbursement arrangement between KHC and the MOH. For example, the
National Insurance Institute (Nil)3 paid all hospitals a flat fee for every childbirth. KHC

reimbursed its hospitals with prospective budgets allocated by its central office. The small sick

funds made perdiem payments to MOH and KHC hospitals. Private hospitals were reimbursed

by all payers either through perdiem payments or treatmentdifferentiated fees.

Simulation exercises confirm the dififculty of analyzing the mix of incentives and constraints
posed by regionalization and global reimbursement. While the prospective global payment could
have been expected to give the managers of the government hospital system an incentive to

reduce admissions and lengths of stay, incentives at the local level could have been expected to

have the opposite effect. First, since individual hospitals received their budgets from the MOH,

they might have had an incentive to generate more days of care in order to justify requests for
larger allotments in future budget cycles. The MOH did indeed take prioryear volume into
account in distributing budgets. Second, the small sick funds were not included in the global

arrangement, so the incentive to admit more patients and lengthen their stays remained. One
question to be addressed is whether government hospitals related differently to patients from
different funds, or whether one incentive  be it to lengthen or shorten stays  dominated.
Third, hospital departments wanted MOH accreditation for specialty training. A minimum
number of beds was required to achieve this. Occupancy could be increased to justify obtaining

and maintaining the required number of beds and expanding departmental staffs.With five

general hospitals serving a population of about half a million people, Jerusalem was too large
to be included in the regionalization agreement (Ron, 1986). However, it had its own version

of limitations on freedom of choice: an emergency room (ER) duty rotation system (Leventhal,

1981; Applebaum, 1988). Under this system, each hospital was responsible for providing
different emergency medical services on different days. Since about60 ^ of all hospitalizations

' The National Insurance Institute is the equivalent in Israel of the Social Secuirty Administration in the U.S.
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Figure 2: Hospital Reimbursement Methods 1

in 1990 I

Government KHC Private Public

Hospital Hospital Hospital Hospital

 KHC Global Payment to In the Budget Perdiem Perdiem

Ministry of Health, or DRG Payment
Budgeted to Hospital

Small Sick Funds Perdiem Perdiem Perdiem Perdiem

or DRG Payment

National Insurance per admission per admission per admission per admission



began in the emergency room, the rotation system guaranteed all hospitals access to this source

of patients and prevented overcrowding in the most desired hospitals. However, since hosPitals

in Jerusalem were reimbursed ofr hospitalizations on a perdiem basis and for outpatient

procedures on a feeforservice basis, they had an incentive to accept patients who arrived at

their ERs even when they were not on duty. In addition, since elective services and obstetrics
were not covered by the ER rotation system, hospitals still had an incentive to compete for

patients who needed these services.

There was less incentive to compete for patients who required procedures for which the perdiem

payment was insufficient to cover marginal costs. In 1991, the MOH mandated prospective
payment ofr iffteen procedures for which the perdiem payment was considered insufficient.

These procedures  such as open heart surgery  account for a large part of hospital revenue■

Since it is safe to assume that hospitals will significantly increase their revenues under this

scheme, increased competition over provision of these services should ensue. Unfortunately,
since the empirical research on which this paper is based preceded this change, its imPact on

competitive behavior could not be reported here.

It is important to note, however, that both the regionalization and ER rotation systems have

eroded in recent years. Due to patients' desires and hospitals' readiness to bend the rules> a

significant percentage of admissions contradict both of these policies. In addition, KHC has

begun to transfer patients out of regions in which they live in order to hospitalize them at its

own hospitals. In fact, regionalization was recently terminated by the parties to the agreement.

Nevertheless, hospital behavior under the regionalization agreement may indicate the extent ot

which hospitals will acquiesce to alternative regulations that may be imposed in the future

Physician status and employment relaitons
Israel does not have a strong tradition of independent physician practice. Physicians usually

work either in hospitals or in sick fund clinics.Hospital based physicians are salaried employees
of the hospitals (Rosen and Ellencweig, 1988). Some hospitalbased physicians work in Private
hospitals on a feeforservice basis. It is true that some physicians maintain their own clinics,
receiving patients either on a private feeforservice basis or on the basis of reimbursement rfom
one of the sick funds. But since the vast majority of physicians are based in the public secotr,
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and since the small sick funds cover less than 3070 of the population, independent practice may

be legitimately classed as marginal to the public, salaried sector.

The ratio of the average income of an Israeli physician  including those with a private practice
 to that of an Israeli worker is lower than the comparable figure in many other western

countries. It is commonly perceived that only the most senior of hospitalbased specialists

manage to earn high incomes from their work outside the hospital. One of the primary
objectives of the Israel Medical Association, which represents all of Israel's physicians, is

improving physicians' wages (Yishai, 1990). In recent years this struggle has taken the form
of numerous, repeated work slowdowns and strikes.

Despite what might be labeled the "proletarianization" of the medical profession in Israel, the

social status of the profession remains high  though this is true more for hospital than

communitybased physicians (Yishai, 1990). It is thus not surprising that one of the main

incentives motivating physicians in their work is the prestige that accompanies the attainment of
a senior position as a hospitalbased physician. Such prestige both compensates for insufficient
remuneration and is a potential source of additional income, which often exceeds the basic salary
of some hospital physicians (Zakai and Zussman, 1991).

The incentive provided by prestige influences how hospitals compete. Prestige and reputation
come with aggrandized facilities and wellstaffed, wellequipped departments. In addition, as
noted, recognition of departments for residency training depends on their having a minimum
number of beds. This provides an incentive to keep beds filled, regardless of budgetary
considerations. These incentives are likely to be stronger for department directors than for
hospital directors, who are more sensitive to the overall financial constraints on their institutions
(State Commission of Inquiry, 1990).

Ownership
At the time of this study, the MOH owned and operated 14, and KHC eight, of the 22 general
hospitals in Israel. Together they accounted for five of every six acute care beds in the country

(Ministry of Health, 1989). Figure 3 presents a breakdown of hospital beds by sector. This
ownership structure had several implications for hospital competition. First, the hospitals in both
sectors were prospectively budgeted by their respective central management offices (Ofer, 1989).
Second, all hospitals were constrained by global wage agreements between physicians' and other
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hospital workers' unions and central management. These features severely limited the ץוזז0וז0ז811

of hospitals in hiirng personnel and setting wages  which accounted for about70 tf of the
budget. Conversely, they gave hospitals an incentive to provide services that would serve as a

basis for further budget requests. Finally, public sector wage agreements and budgetary
constraints have prevented KHC and government hospitals from running their operating rooms

more than one shift per day (on a permanent basis).

The resulting long waiting times for elective surgeries in public hospitals led to increasing

demand for the services of privately owned and operated hospitals (Rosen, 1989b; Yanay, 1990;

State Commission of Inquiry, 1990). As noted above, while having a small number of beds, this
sector provided a significant source of extra income for public hospital physicians when they

were not officially on duty at their "home" institutions.

In general, payment from the patient or his insurer was the principle source of reimbursement
to physicians working in private hospitals. While interested in attracting patients in general,
private hospitals were not concerned with academic recognition. They therefore lacked the

incentive to increase department size, or to provide all the services which public hospitals either

wish to or must provide.
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Figure 3: Ownership of Acute Care Beds  1988 1
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**. AN A PRIORI ANALYSIS OF HOSPITAL COMPETITION IN ISRAEL

Given what we know from the international literature on hospital behavior, and the sPecific

parameters influencing hospital behavior in Israel detailed above, we carried out an a priori
analysis of the type and amount of competitive behavior we would nave exPected t0 f1nd in the

Israeli hospital system in 1990.

As pointed out in the introduction, hospital behavior may be influenced by multiple parameters.

Henderson et al. (1989) posit that the interaction among these parameters is sufficiently comPlex

as to preclude straightforward hypotheses about hospital behavior. when hosPital systems are

characteirzed by crosscutting incentives and constraints,i "depth case studies are needed t0
increase understanding of hospital behavior and facilitate the formulation of more ref1ned

hypotheses.

This is readily illustrated by the two markets in Israel examined in this PaPer. For examPle' an
analysis of hospital reimbursement predicted little competitive behavior in the Tel Aviv hosPital

market. This is because the regionalization and global prepayment arrangements then extant
between the MOH and KHC took away the hospitals' financial incentives to serve KHC Patients.

In addition, the regionalization agreement put legal restrictions on competition. However' other
factors pulled in the opposite direction. On the basis of this same system we would have

expected to find the ofllowing incentives to competition: the members of smaller sick funds

were not bound by regionalization; provision of services to members of smaller funds served as

an immediate source of cash flow; ceteris paribus, provision of additional hosPital days t0

members of any sick fund would have justified budget '"creases; and a hosPital mi§ht have
decided to offer services not covered under the regionalization agreement to garner additional

revenue. In other words, the regionalization/global payment arrangement did not Preclude
competitive activity, particularly when the size of the global Payment and the share of each

government hospital was linked to the number of hospital days Provided.

Hospital ownership also confounded our predictions. The public hospitals in Tel Aviv were a//
government or KHC owned. According to the literature, such organizations are likely t0 have

the goals of expanding activities to ensure organizational survival and growth, and of fulflllin8
management's public service oirentation. These goals can usually be met by competing for
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patients, especially as the need to minimize cost is not as pressing as for profitmaximizing

private hospitals.

Physician incentives complicate the picture. Hospital physicians in Tel Aviv had three main

incentives to compete for patients, one of which was prestige. Physicians were expected to treat
cases that could contribute to their reputation. Second, quantitative levels of staff, beds, and
equipment were related to volume of services provided, and physicians were interested in

increasing these levels in their departments. Third, physicians could increase their income by
attracting patients to queueshortening programs or other frameworks for "overtime" work in
the private sector, or on the "black" market.

Therefore, despite regionalization and global prepayment of services for KHC patients (who
represented the majority of the market), which tended to depress competitive behavior, the

incentive and the freedom to compete were not totally eliminated from the Tel Aviv market.

The Jerusalem market was also characterized by conflicting incentives. The perdiem basis of
reimbursement appeared to promote competition, as hospitals received additional revenue for
every day of service provided, and feesforservice in outpatient departments. However, if
demand had been sufficient to keep occupancy rates high, there might have been little need to

compete. In addition, the ER rotation system assured two of the major divisions of each hospital
 internal medicine and pediatircs  significant occupancy, reducing the need to compete for

patients although not completely precluding the possibility of doing so. Also, if the perdiem
payment was not high enough to cover the cost of some of the treatments commonly provided
at someof Jerusalem's major hospitals, competition over provision of these services would have
been limited.

Thus, our a priori analysis was inconclusive regarding anticipated competitive behavior in these
two hospital markets. To gain a deeper understanding of the behavior resulting from this mix

of incentives, constraints, and cultural influences, we had to turn to indepth case studies.
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*. METHODOLOGY AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION

In order to deepen and refine our understanding of hospital competition in these two markets,

semistructured interviews were carried out with hospital medical directors (five from Jerusalem

and seven from Tel Aviv, including one administrative director); with hospital medical and

emergency department directors (four from Jerusalem and one from Tel Aviv); with sick fund

medical and administrative directors (seven from Jerusalem and three from Tel Aviv); with two

officials from the Ministry of Health; with two community physicians (from Jerusalem); and

with observers of the Jerusalem and Tel Aviv hospital markets, such as directors of freestanding
emergency centers, academics, consultants, and members of international boards of directors

)three from Jerusalem and one from Tel Aviv).

Respondents were asked a basic set of questions regarding:
1) the degree of interest hospitals took in attracting patients

2) the incentives used to attract patients
3) regionalization and ER rotation as mechanisms for distributing patients among hospitals, and

the degree to which these mechanisms limited competition

4) the strategies and tactics hospitals used to attract patients
5) the relationship between sick funds and hospitals
6) market structure, and the perceived fairness of competition among hospitals
7) the impact of competition on patient satisfaction and the quality of care
8) the role of the MOH in regulating the competitive behavior of hospitals, and
9) anticipated and desired changes in government policy toward hospital competition.

The 35 interviews were conducted duirng the ifrst half of 1990. The interview material revealed

tendencies characteristic of hospital competition in Israel, and suggested further hypotheses for
more rigorous testing. In addition, available data on hospitalization patterns such as length of
stay, inregion versus outofregion hospitalization, and emergency room usage were analyzed
to see whether or not they reinforced the impression received from the interviews.

As mentioned above, some of the major structural characteristics of the Israeli hospital system
were changing even as this research was being conducted. For example, the regionalization
agreement was cancelled. In addition, a State Commission of Inquiry into the Israeli health care
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system submitted a report that recommended granting autonomy to government hospitals and

permitting contracting between sick funds and hospitals. The findings reported here are
nevertheless relevant, as they provide information on patterns of behavior under the previous set
of constraints, as well as a good basis for predicting and understanding patterns likely to develop
in response to new, emerging arrangements.
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**. A DESCRIPTION OF TWO HOSPITAL MARKETS: JERUSALEM AND TEL

AVIV

While some aspects of Israel's two major hospital markets have gone unchanged, much has

transpired since we conducted our initial examination. The descirptions presented below were

representative of these hospital markets in 1990.

A. The Jerusalem Hospital Market: Basic Features
As of 1990, the Jerusalem hospital market compirsed five general hospitals that pirmarily served
the metropolitan Jerusalem area, which had a population of about half a million people. The

population was heterogenous, with residents divided into ethnic, socioeconomic, and religious
groups (Central Bureau of Statistics, 1990). Jerusalem's ultraorthodox Jewish communities
appeared to be particularly well organized as health consumers, with specific individuals and

committees playing the role of providing information and channeling patients to what were
perceived to be the most prestigious providers (SiegelItzkovich, Jerusalem Post June 19, 1988).

All of the sick funds were active in Jerusalem; however, according to sick fund directors, the
market was unusual because KHC insured only about 60^6 of its population. Kupat Holim

Meuchedet, favored by Jerusalem's sizable AngloSaxon and religious populations, was next in

size, insuring about 25tf of the market. Kupat Holim Maccabi, second in size after KHC on

the national level, insured only5^ of Jerusalem's population. Kupat Holim Leumit, the

smallest sick fund nationwide, accounted for the remaining 1096 of the Jerusalem market. In
addition, Shiloach, a private medical insurer, had a larger portion of the market there than in

other regions because it insured various employee groups connected with The Hebrew

University, located in Jerusalem.4

Hadassah Hospital, with two branches (Ein Karem and Mount Scopus), was the largest and most

prestigious hospital in Jerusalem. A university hospital and major national medical center, it
provided highly sophisticated services such as neurosurgery, bonemarrow transplantation, heart
transplantation (Ministry of Health, 1988) and treatment of major trauma. Hadassah was

* The assessmentof the percentages of the population served by each sick fund and by Shiloach is based on interviews with
sick fund directors in Jerusalem.
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supported by revenues from patients and the sick funds, philanthropic donations from the
international Hadassah organization, and budgetary allocations from the MOH. The Mt. Scopus

branch of Hadassah Hospital served as a regional hospital for north Jerusalem.

Shaare Zedek Hospital was the next largest hospital in Jerusalem. Its facility was new; as of
1990, an entire floor was still unused. Though not a university hospital, physicians at Shaare
Zedek could attain the title of professor. The hospital's departments were of adequate size for

the licensed training of specialists. Shaare Zedek had a shared management agreement with
KHC: KHC covered some of the hospital's expenses, and was represented on the hospital's
board of directors (SiegelItzkovich, Jerusalem Post, March 10, 1989).

Bikur Cholim Hospital operated in a relatively old facility in downtown Jerusalem. It was well

known for its pediatrics and cardiology departments, and was recognized for training specialists

in certain ifelds. An MOH proposal to close this facility and merge it with Shaare Zedek was

scuttled by strong opposition, particularly from Bikur Cholim (SiegalItzkovich, Jerusalem Post.

June 30, 1989).

Misgav Ladach Hospital specialized in obstetrics and gynecology, emphasizing non

interventionist methods of childbirth. It had a new facility, one lfoor of which was not yet in
use at the time of our examination. The hospital had strong financial support from the

international Sephardi community. As of 1990, the hospital was not equipped to handle non

normal deliveries and therefore had to refer emergency births and neonatal intensive care to

other hospitals, primarily Shaare Zedek. However, it was beginning to develop this capacity.

A number of independent nonhospital facilities arose which both competed with and influenced

competition among hospitals. A oneday surgical center associated with a large family practice
clinic opened in the late 1980s. The center had difficulty finding a hospital to serve as a backup
facility in case of complications and eventually opened without one, with MOH approval. A

number of private diagnostic testing centers also provided laboratory tests, and radiology and

imaging services. In addition, Magen David Adonr, the emergency medical service, contracted
operation of its clinic to a group of six emergency specialists, enabling it to provide emergency
service at signiifcantly lower prices than hospital emergency rooms (Jerusalem Post, February
9, 1990).
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Jerusalem's Municipality and City Council became involved in hospital planning. The Council's

planning subcommittee initially withheld its approval of Hadassah Hospital's plan to increase its
number of beds (Ackerman, Jerusalem Post, June 8, 1990). However, the increase was

ultimately permitted. Figure 5 presents a map of the Jerusalem hospital market with the number

of beds in each hospital. (Figure 4 presents the relative locations of the Jerusalem and Tel Aviv

hospital markets.) Figure 6 shows that market shares remained fairly stable between 19781988.

While the division of market shares was relatively even, the significant growth of Misgav

Ladach has had implications for competition.

B. The Tel Aviv Hospital Market: Basic Features
In 1990, the greater Tel Aviv area had a population of about two million people, and was served
by at least eight general hospitals. The population was varied, with higher income groups
concentrated in the suburban areas and older, poorer groups in the downtown area (Friedlander
et al., 1990). Three of the area's hospitals ware superregional facilities, responsible not only
for defined regions but also for referrals from smaller hospitals in neighboring regions. Three

hospitals belonged to the MOH, two to KHC, and two were private.

At the time of this inquiry, the Sheba Medical Center/Tel Hashomer Hospital was the largest
hospital in Israel. It served a region east of municipal Tel Aviv. In addition to the budget it

received from the MOH, the hospital had welldeveloped philanthropic sources of funding. The

hospital provided both basic and highly specialized services, and was associated with the medical
school at the University of Tel Aviv. Dilapidated parts of the hospital were being renovated

with the help of funds raised abroad.

Beilinson Hospital was owned by KHC and operating in its original facility, built about forty
years previously. As KHC's flagship hospital, Beilinson provided all basic services, as well as
many sophisticated procedures, including organ transplants. The construction of a large new

pediatric wing had begun, despite resistance from MOH committees charged with approving such

developments (State Commission of Inquiry, 1990).

The Tel Aviv Medical Center (TAMC), located in downtown Tel Aviv, was made up of three
municipal hospitals: Ichilov General Hospital, Hadassah Women's Hospital, and Rokach
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Figure 4: Map of Israel Showing Location of Jerusalem and Tel Aviv
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Figure 5: Hospital Size* and Distribution, Jerusalem Market
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Figure 6: Change in Hospitals' Market Shares  1
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Hospital. A plan had been laid to combine these into one new facility, which was under Figure

construction at the time of this examination. TAMC was part of the MOH chain, but its

personnel were employed by the Tel Aviv Municipality. This allowed more flexibility w
promotions and working conditions. Since the population of inner Tel Aviv had a high
percentage of elderly, TAMC provided a great deal of geriatric care; it also dealt with inner city

problems, such as drug addiction.

Wolfson (MOH), Assaf Harofeh (MOH), and Hasharon (KHC) Hospitals were smaller regional

hospitals which supplied a more limited range of services and relied on the major hospital

centers or other providers for highly sophisticated treatments.

Assuta Hospital was a private hospital located in downtown Tel Aviv. It was housed in

somewhat older buildings, and was being refurbished at the time of this examination. Some of
the procedures provided in Assuta, such as open heart surgery, were performed by staff who
worked in public hospitals during the morning. Assuta was equipped for diagnostic procedures

involving magnetic resonance imaging.

Herziliya Medical Center was a private hospital located in a modern facility in an affluent suburb
of Tel Aviv. It provided surgery, including open heart surgery, employing physicians who also

worked in the public sector. It has operated a C.T. for several years and was installing an

additional one.

Construction of an additional private, nonprofit general hospital, Maayanei Hayeshua, in the

religious city of Bnei Brak was completed and began operation at the beginning of 1990. The
hospital was built on the initiative of a private physician, who had a strong orientation toward
providing medical care in accordance with the requirements of Jewish tradition and law. (The

facility is to be operated in accordance with Jewish law, i.e., there will be Sabbath elevators,

etc.) The hospital is to specialize in obstetrics and gynecology.

Figure 7 presents a map of the Tel Aviv hospital market with numbers of beds in each hospital.
Figures 8 and 9 show that the market shares of the hospitals in Tel Aviv remained fairly stable,

though the private hospitals increased their market shares, primarily at the expense of the three

large hospitals.
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C. Differences between the Jerusalem and Tel Aviv Hospital Markets: Structure and
Financial Incentives

Most observers maintained that Jerusalem and Tel Aviv were very different hospital markets.
The following key features distinguished the markets from one another:

* None of the hospitals in Jerusalem were part of a larger network (MOH or KHC), nor
were they privateforproift organizations.

* With minor exceptions, Jerusalem's ER duty rotation system did not exist in Tel Aviv.
* At the time of this study, Tel Aviv was subject to the regionalization agreement, while
Jerusalem was not.

* In Tel Aviv, KHC paid government hospitals globally; no such arrangement existed in
Jerusalem.

* In Jerusalem, senior physicians were permitted to engage in limited private practice
within public hospitals. This was not ofifcially sanctioned in Tel Aviv.

D. Similarities between the Two Hospital Markets
The following were key similarities between the Tel Aviv and Jerusalem hospital markets:

* The perdiem payment was the basis for calculating reimbursement in both districts,

though for government hospitals in Tel Aviv it was embedded in the global payment
made by KHC.

* The Israel Medical Association's department eligibility requirements for specialty
training recognition applied in both markets.

* Both markets were subject to national wage agreements negotiated between the
physicians' union and the Ministries of Finance and Health.

E. Incentives for Hospitals to Attract Patients
Hospitals in Israel were interested in attracting patients. The degree of effort they invested in

doing so varied from market to market and from hospital to hospital.

Hospital staff cited several reasons for competing for patients. First, provision of service to

additional patients would justify existing beds, staff, equipment, and facilities, as well as
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Figure 7: Hospital Size* and Distirbution, Tel Aviv Market
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Figure 8: Change in Three Largest Hospitals' 1
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Figure 9: Market Share by Hospital Type 1
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requests for additional resources in the future. In contrast, reduced occupancy could result וז1

pressure to decrease the number of beds, which would have negative consequences for staff and

budget size. Even if there was no such pressure, reduced occupancy would imply increased unit
costs. These could not be brought down if hospital directors lacked the flexibility to

significantly reduce staff or equipment.

In most cases, more patients meant more revenue for hospitals  even those subject to global

prospective budgeting. Increased numbers of patient days could usually be translated into

increased budgets, when these were negotiated between the MOH or KHC central management
and their respective hospitals.

These types of budget or bureaucratic incentives to attract patients were supplemented by other
professional and financial motivations characteristic of competitive market settings. Several

respondents mentioned the importance of ahospital5 s reputation for providing good service.

High occupancy was a sign of quality, and increased a hospital's prestige. In addition to

providing gratification for staff, success in attracting patients had pecuniary benefits. For
example, many public hospitals (and pirvate hospitals, by definition) supplied a variety of
services outside of their. normal budgetary frameworks, which resulted in extra income for

physicians. As mentioned above, Jerusalem's public hospitals allowed their staff a restircted
form of pirvate practice. Senior physicians involved in this program had an incentive to attract
patients to their hospital in order to increase their own private medical practices. In addition,
public hospitals operated a special, elective surgery queueshortening program, approved by the

government. Under this program, physicians were reimbursed on a feeforservice basis. While
the existence of queues would appear to obviate the need to attract patients, attracting patients
encouraged the continued existence and growth of thequeue shortening program.

The queueshortening program, and a general desire to reduce the use of government hospitals,
occasionally led KHC to transfer patients from a regional government hospital to a KHC hospital

in another region. Though not explicitly stated by KHC respondents, it appeared that fund

members did not resist being transferred to KHC hospitals.

For those hospitals that supplied services not included in the sick funds' basic basket of services,
attracting patients resulted in additional income for physicians and provided resources for
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expanding hospital facilities. It also increased the hospital's patient load, as consumer

satisfaction led to an improved reputation.

It is important to note that not all patients were equally attractive to hospitals. Large,
technologically sophisticated hospitals were interested in attracting complicated cases which

would justify the use of their hightech facilities. Patients undergoing more routine procedures
were important to such hospitals only as a source of revenue. Smaller, less sophisticated

hospitals were more interested in routine, "bread and butter" cases. A decision that mandated
DRG payments for several highly specialized procedures, such as open heart surgery, was

expected to increase large hospitals' interest in attracting patients who require such procedures,

and to lessen their interest in lowercost cases.

Some hospitals appeared more interested in attracting outpatients, while others preferred to

attract inpatients. This seemed to depend on the hospital's strategic approach and assessment

of its relative advantages, rather than on the shortterm financial advantages of treating different
types of patients.

Overall, despite the growing interest in attracting patients, in neither market was this the
hospital's primary focus; rather, the provision of good service and maintenance of satisfactory
working conditions for the medical staff took precedence. This was probably because occupancy
levels were quite high in both markets. Nevertheless, the emphasis on the need to compete for
patients appeared to be growing. A few respondents indicated that attracting patients would help
guard the hospital's patient base. These respondents viewed themselves as operating in a
competitive market, or anticipated the market's becoming more competitive in the future.

Several respondents in both markets noted that "attracting patients is [their] bread".

F. How Regionalization and Emergency Room Rotation Limited
Competition

Our respondents and the data indicated that despite the regionalization agreement, there was

significant outofregion hospitalization and provisionof ambulatory care in the Tel Aviv market.
There was a consensus that about20 9S of hospital treatments were provided to patients across
the boundaries of the regionalization agreement. Several factors accounted for this outcome,

some of them indicative of competitive behavior among hospitals. The more hospitals perceived
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that regionalization agreements and ER rotation systems could be breached, the more they

attempted to attract patients. This led to further breakdown of official policy.

According to our respondents, physicians and patients exercised discretion regarding the choice
of hospital for both elective and nonelective procedures. Patients went to emergency rooms out

of region on their own, or armed with information about when their physician would be on
rotation. The hospital's decision to admit outofregion patients was related to the availability
of beds in the relevant department.

The sick funds found it difficult to restrict such outofregion hospitalizations, as they were

hesitant to offend members or to argue with medical decisions. As described above, the
regionalization agreement did not clearly limit patients insured by the smaller sick funds to

regional hospitals. But even KHC  which paid globally and prospectively for the

hospitalization of its members at government hospitals  faced the problem of reimbursing
hospitals for treatment of patients outofregion. In one case, a government hospital refused to

treat KHC patients from outside the region until KHC agreed to make a payment in addition to

the prospective payment. KHC eventually capitulated. From KHC's point of view, this

amounted to paying twice for the same service: once globally, according to the regionalization
payment agreement, and again on a casebycase basis.

Thus, treatment of outofregion patients sometimes resulted in additional revenue for a hospital,
even for KHC patients; this led to competition for these patients. According to our respondents,
inregion patients, especially members of KHC, were often seen as somewhat less attractive.
They added that the regionalization agreement created incentives to discriminate against inregion
patients, particularly members of KHC. As mentioned above, treatment of members of the
smaller sick funds was paid for on a perdiem basis, giving hospitals a direct revenuebased
incentive to seek out these patients. In contrast, KHC patients were paid for globally; treating
them did not result in any immediate additional revenue for a hospital. Some of the respondents
blamed the creation of long queues for elective procedures at some hospitals on this disincentive
to treat inregion KHC patients.

Hospitals saw the regionalization agreement as tied to the basket of services they were providing
when the agreement was implemented. As a result, hospitals adding services that they did not

previously supply, like cardiac catheterization, excluded these from the regionalization agreement
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and demanded extra payment  even from KHC. A director of one of the small sick funds

reported that outofregion patients were required to pay for equipment, such as prosthetics,
which were usually covered by the perdiem payment for withinregion patients.

The level of disincentive to treat inregion patients depended partly on the interplay of incentives
at the departmental and hospital directorate levels. One respondent suggested the interesting
hypothesis that department directors' desires were often the deciding factor. If a department
head wanted to increase his throughput, a hospital director would resist only if the expansion

required a large capital investment. If the department head, senior physicians, or nurses sought
to slow down work in order to improve working conditions or to "encourage" patients to turn
to the private sector (where they themselves were working), hospital administration would be

unlikely to resist. Thus, the department head appeared to play the most important role.

However, the department and administrators shared the same goals, including hospital expansion
or improved working conditions.

KHC and its hospitals also operated according to incentives and constraints that were related to

the regionalization agreement. Despite the terms of the agreement, and because of its battle with
Maccabi, KHC refused outpatient treatment to members of the small sick funds. This, too,
despite the desire of some KHC hospital and department directors to expand service to the small
funds, which paid on a perdiem basis. Maccabi contested KHC's policy in court; the courts

upheld KHC's fundamental irght to prefer its own members, but required KHC to give

reasonable notice of its intentions before excluding Maccabi patients. Thus, members of small
sick funds who previously received outpatient treatment at regional KHC hospitals became a

potential market for government hospitals.

In addition, KHC began decreasing its use of government hospitals and, in violation of the terms
of the regionalization agreement, transferring patients outofregion to its own hospitals.

Thus, regionalization did not completely constrain hospital competition in Tel Aviv. As

previously mentioned, a similar finding emerged from the research on the emergency rotation
system in Jerusalem. According to respondents, a significant portion of emergency cases were
admitted and handled by hospitals that were not on emergency duty. Hospitals were flexible in
admitting patients on nonrotation days, depending in part on the availability of beds in the
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relevant departments. Apparently, patients delayed going to the emergency room until the
hospital they preferred was on duty.

Regionalization and rotation thus did not block competitive hospital behavior. Instead, these

mechanisms, characteristic of planned hospital systems, created special incentives for hospital
competition over target populations needing certain services.

G. Strategies and Tactics Used by Hospitals to Attract Patients
Although competing for patients was not their prime objective, the hospitals in both markets

employed a vairety of methods to enhance their competitive position and to attract patients.

Developing links with community medicine

One tactic frequently mentioned by both hospital and nonhospitalbased respondents was

developing links between hospitals and community medicine. In some cases, hospitalbased
physicians were partially employed in sick fund community clinics; they both saw patients
directly and consulted with community physicians. In other cases,hospital based physicians

opened their own communitybased practices individually or in groups. Some of our respondents
indicated that hospital physicians sometimes provided services to community clinics at no charge.
In addition, community physicians were invited to participate in seminars and rounds at

hospitals. Hospitals in the Tel Aviv area did not limit links to their official regions. In fact,
Jerusalem's Hadassah Hospital opened an outreach clinic in the Tel Aviv area. These links
between hospitals and the community resulted in an increase in the number of referrals form

clinics to hospitals. Sometimes hospitalbased physicians referred patients they saw at
community clinics to their own hospitals. Alternatively, communitybased physicians referred
more patients to hospitals with which their clinics were linked. However, according to at least
one obstetircs department head, pregnant women were rarely influenced by contact with hospital

physicians in community settings. These women's strong preferences influenced their choice
of hospital, especially in Jerusalem, where obstetrics was not regionalized.

Developing new services

Hospitals in both markets developed new services and modes of service delivery, such as
ambulatory surgery and routine physical examinations, which they advertised to the public.
These helped attract patients so that the hospital could then offer them additional services. Often
these programs were initiated within a department, and then approved by the hospital directorate.
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Departments could thus earn additional operating revenues and justify the introduction of new
equipment. In addition, individual physicians could earn extra income by providing these

services; this also contributed to their satisfaction. However, from an overall hospital

perspective, these programs were only intended to help the hospital break even. All of the

hospitalbased respondents indicated that new services were financially planned so as to be self

supporting. The development of new services also increased patient satisfaction and lowered

prices (as a result of the introduction of efficient technologies), especially for sick funds.

Often, the hospitals we studied began expanding their services by providing routine physical

examinations for managers of large companies (as part of employee benefit programs). Some

hospitals, however, developed further services, such as mammography, a menopause clinic,

amniocentesis for women under age 37 at discounted prices, invitro fertilization, home visits

to the chronically ill, and child psychiatry. None of the hospitalbased respondents were willing
to supply a list of such "expanded" services. Some stated that such a list did not exist in written

form. It should be noted that many of these new services fell under the category of preventive
medicine, which was not included in the basket of services covered by the sick funds.

Hospitals differed in the degree to which they formalized the provision of new services. For
example, of the three leading Tel Aviv hospitals, only TAMC established a distinct center for
special medical examinations. Other hospitals limited themselves to providing new services

under the auspices of the "research funds"of departments that received contributions. Resources

for development of new services often came from donations raised abroad. Some respondents
indicated that hospitals were competing for these funds.

In both markets, the more prestigious hospitals were slower to develop new services. Shaare

Zedek and TAMC appeared to have invested more effort in this direction than did Hadassah and

Tel Hashomer. Beilinson took a different approach to the provision of additional services. As

a KHC hospital it was obligated to provide all services  including those recently introduced 
to KHC members at no charge. As a consequence, its focus was on extending the provision of
existing programs to afternoon hours, so as to improve KHC members' access to the basic
basket of services.
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Selling services to sick funds
Public hospitals in Tel Aviv began selling afternoon services to the sick funds. Some sick funds

reported purchasing afternoon services in volume as a response to long queues for elective
surgery and procedures. For example, Tel Hashomer had an agreement with the Maccabi sick

fund that allowed Tel Hashomer physicians to perform operations in the afternoon at Ramat

Marpeh,Maccabi 's hospital. This provided revenues for TelHashomer' s research fund, and

an additional source of income for Tel Hashomer physicians. Increased afternoon service in the

public hospitals created competition for the private hospitals by reducing patient volume and
keeping public physicians in public hospitals longer hours.

Since afternoon work meant additional reimbursement for hospital staff, especially physicians,
they might have been expected to attempt to attract patients to these services. However, one

sick fund representative reported that somehospitalbased physicians attempted to prevent

agreements between sick funds and hospitals for afternoon services, as this would deprive them
of work in the private sector. The competitive incentive of hospitalbased physicians therefore
seemed to be at least partly based on their opportunities outside the public hospital.

Competing for key staff
Hospitals competed for staff, and especially for department heads. In Jerusalem, for example,
an obstetrician's move from Bikur Cholim to Shaare Zedek Hospital was cited repeatedly as

important to thelatter' s increased market share and overall image. Figure 10 shows marked
growth in ShaareZedek's market share, which might have been attributable to the move of this
key physician. Similar findings were reported regarding competition for key staff among Tel

Aviv hospitals.

The presence of highly reputable physicians helped hospitals develop community referral bases.
Most patients who exercised discretion were referred to a hospital by their personal physician,
who based his preference on hospital staff reputation.
Hospitals used several tactics to compete for staff: They offered attractive work conditions,
provided opportunities for professional advancement and development of new services, provided
access to the latest medical equipment, and even provided housing benefits. For example, in

at least one case, KHC used an individualized contract (as opposed to wage guidelines negotiated
with the physicians' union) to offer sufficient financial compensation to a prominent cardiac
surgeon who would otherwise have engaged in extensive private practice.
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Improving facilities and equipment

As a rule, hospitals seek stateoftheart equipment. In public hospitals, equipment and

technology were often paid for by philanthropic donations. Private hospitals also based their
strategy on providing their clients with access to the most modern equipment.

Many of the hospitals were housed in aging facilities, or in facilities which limited their ability
to expand their activities. Assuta invested large sums to refurbish several departments.
Beilinson completed construction of a new pediatrics wing, funded by a foreign contributor.

This wing was subject to some controversy, as construction proceeded despite lack of support
from professional advisory committees of the MOH. Hadassah Ein Karem was planning

expansion involving the addition of 1,500 meters. Herziliya Medical Center was completing an
extension of its modern facility.

Advertising

Despite legal and ethical limitations, new services offered by hospitals were sometimes
advertised in newspapers. Hospitals sometimes invited media coverage of new services and

developments. Newspaper stories were sometimes used to level criticism indirectly at other

hospitals.

Improving customer service and paitent satisfaciton
Many of the hospitalbased respondents indicated that the primary method of competing was to

provide the types of service that produce customer satisfaction. New services and modes of
service provision were efficient, kept queues to a minimum, and promoted good physician

patient relations. In at least one hospital, patients were surveyed regarding their satisfaction with

different aspects of service.

The literature on hospital competition in the United States indicates that hospitals sometimes use

longer stays to attract patients and physicians who associate these with patient comfort. Not one
of our Israeli respondents mentioned this tactic, with the exception that "extra" rest days of
hospitalization were offered to women who had given birth. Incentives to lengthen hospital stays

were pirmarily financial; stays tended to be longer when reimbursement was on a perdiem
basis. Even the private hospitals, which might have been expected to emphasize the amenities
of care, did not use longer stays to attract patients. In fact, one hospital director pointed out that
artificially lengthening stays irsks losing the trust of the sick funds.
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Figure 10: Changes in Market Share Gynecology I
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Employing vairous compeititve strategies and tacitcs
Based on the responses, it appeared that the competitive behaviors most important to Israeli

hospitals were maintaining and enhancing staff reputations, and providing satisfactory service.

The development of new services, the expansion of afternoon activity, the sale of services to sick
funds, and the strengthening of links to community health care were growing in importance as
hospitals increasingly felt the need to attract patients.

H. The Sick Funds as Purchasers of Hospital Services
Volume dealing
There were signs that sick funds were seeking to make volume deals with hospitals in order to

solve problems of cost and queues.

To a certain extent, this resulted in price competition between the hospitals and other service

providers. For public hospitals, prices were subject to the fee schedule of the MOH. However,

providers apparently permitted themselves to ignore the fee schedule, especially when giving
discounts to collective purchasers such as sick funds. For example, some public hospitals began
offering catheterization at a price below rates offered in the private sector. In Jerusalem, a price

war over ultrasound services almost drove a private diagnostic center into bankruptcy. Laniado,
a public, nongovernment hospital in Netanya, initiated a price war over cataract surgery that
resulted in a 6696 reduction in the market price for this surgery (Zarmi, 1990).

As of 1990, agreements were primarily focused on expediting the treatment of sick fund

members caught in long queues for specific procedures. For example, one sick fund whose

members faced long queues in a public sector hospital turned to a private surgical center for
cataract operations. According to this sick fund's director, this emptied out the ophthalmological
ward in the public hospital, inducing it to offer cataract surgery at a lower price than in the
private center. Since the procedure was supposed to be covered under the terms of the

regionalization agreement, the sick fund demanded  and obtained  expeditious treatment of
its patients at no extra cost. KHC, however, could not easily resort to such tactics, as use of
private centers would imply paying for services supposedly available under the terms of the
regionalization and global payment agreement.
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While we found numerous examples of such deals, according to our respondents, volume dealing
between hospitals and sick funds was still in its infancy. Deals based on specific hospitals
exclusively treating large numbers of a sick fund's patients had yet to become popular.

The sick funds were negotiating with some of the hospitals for provision of service on a DRG

basis. As of early 1990, no such agreements had been reached. These negotiations were
apparently independent of recent directives issued by the MOH calling for 15 major procedures
to be paid for on a DRG basis. Unsurprisingly, hospitals and sick funds differed in their

preferences as to which procedures should be based on DRGs. Hospitals preferred DRGs for
complicated procedures and expensive treatments, which were not adequately reimbursed under
the current system, while sick funds would have liked to see DRGs implemented for lowercost
treatments, for which they felt they were overpaying under the perdiem system.

This situation and prospects for the future raised the ethical question of whether sick funds

should channel their patients to preferred providers with whom they had made deals. All of the
sick fund directors felt that most members appreciated the fast service that resulted from these
deals, and so would not quibble over the provider. According to respondents, the argument that
a fund needs to save money and keep its membership dues down usually convinced irate
members to agree to use the preferred provider.

Cost and quality control exercised by sick funds over hospitals
Some of the sick funds were working on developing methods of monitoring and evaluating the

treatment received by their members in the hospitals. KHC maintained a monitoring staff in
Hadassah Ein Karem that was primarily concerned with controlling the length of hospital stays

of KHC members, and especially with checking that the sick fund was not paying for days when
patients had been given "home leave". Maccabi maintained a nurse at Tel Hashomer who used

an appropriateness evaluation protocol to evaluate the necessity of hospital days.

In Jerusalem, KHC sought to reduce emergency room expenditures by running its own central

emergency service until midnight. According to KHC respondents, the number of emergency
room visits dropped by ten percent. However, emergency room expenditures did not decrease.

Apparently, some of the emergency rooms responded by doing more elaborate workups of KHC
patients, resulting in higher costspercase, over which the fund had little control.
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The innovative hospital services described above generated additional referrals to basic services,
for which the sick funds were obligated to pay. It was dififcult for the sick funds to question

the necessity of such referrals, as this would have meant casting doubt on the medical judgment
of hospital physicians, which the sick funds were hesitant to do.

I. Hospital Market Structure and Perceived Fairness of Hospital Competition
As might be expected, neither hospital market could be characterized as perfectly competitive.
Both markets had a limited number of hospital providers, creating the possibility of oligopolistic
behavior. There were competitors with a significant degree of market power and political clout
in each district. In addition, the hospitals did not all supply the same range of services; each
had the potential to carve out a special niche in the market.

It was dififcult for new hospitals to get established in both markets because of the MOH's
reticence to approve the opening of new hospitals. In Jerusalem, no private hospitals had

entered the market. A common explanation for this was that private practice was permitted
within the city's public, nonproift hospitals. In both markets, however, hospital competitors
such as daysurgery centers faced less resistance to entering the market than did hospitals.

These market structure characteristics affected competition in a variety of ways. One observer
mentioned that some hospitals made "tiein" deals, exploiting their power in some markets to

gain strength in others. According to this scenairo, a hospital perceived to have market power
because of its reputation and its monopoly in specialized services such as neurosurgery could

threaten to withhold these services from sick funds that struck deals for less sophisticated

treatments with other hospitals. Representatives of smaller hospitals in both Tel Aviv and

Jerusalem expressed such fears. Conversely, small hospitals specializing in relatively lowcost

services might leave larger hospitals to perform the most costly procedures. For example,
respondents from one large Tel Aviv hospital complained about being underpirced by a
mediumsized hospital for catheteirzation procedures.

Market structure was also influenced by KHC's ability to get greater discounts because it was
the largest purchaser in both markets. It could also choose to hospitalize its members in its own

facilities. Since 1985, KHC had been developing a relationship with Shaare Zedek Hospital in
Jerusalem. This had earned KHC some say in the management of the hospital, as well as
volume discounts for certain services, such as ultrasound. However, it did not appear to have
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given KHC much additional power in the Jerusalem hospital market, though this could yet
happen.

The sectoral divisions between public and private providers caused additional claims about the

unfairness of hospital competition. Public hospitals in Tel Aviv complained that private hospitals
existed only because of the limitations on afternoon work in the public sector and because they

were not bound by public sector wage agreements. Conversely, private hospitals in Tel Aviv

complained that government hospitals could underprice them because the latter paid no rent,
received government support, and paid low wages.

J. The Regulatory Environment

In neither market was the presence of the MOH as a regulator strongly felt. There was some

centralized control of government hospitals, and KHC hospitals were subject to the control of
their respective central offices. Government hospitals appeared to have more flexibility in

marketing and in developing new services and revenue sources than did their KHC counterparts.
On the other hand, the entire KHC chain offered physicians and other hospital staff more
attractive working conditions (State Commission of Inquiry, 1990). Private hospitals claimed

to be under more severe scrutiny by the MOH than were public hospitals. Because their
objectives differed from thoseof public hospitals, however, private hospitals were not interested
in academic status or in the specialist training accreditation of the Israel Medical Association's
Scientific Council (which hasquasigovernmental status), and were therefore free from
regulation by this body.

K. Quality of Care, Consumer Satisfaction, and Cost

According to respondents in both markets, patients benefitted from the availability of an

increasing vairety of competing services. At the time of this study, this was still more limited
in Tel Aviv than in Jerusalem because of the regionalization agreement. For example, a

Jerusalem resident could get a hip replacement at any hospital that performed orthopedic
surgery, and the cost to his sick fund would be the same. In Tel Aviv, the sick fund ofa patient
going out of region might be required to pay extra for a prosthesis or orthopedic procedure.

Sick fund directors in both markets claimed that volume discounts or other types of preferred
provider deals with hospitals contributed to consumer satisfaction. According to these

respondents, patients appreciated the expeditious treatment, the freedom to choose their physician
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)a feature of some of these deals), and the limits on sick fund dues increases, whipcuhrportedly

resulted from such deals.

Our respondents indicated that hospitals competed for patients by upgrading facilities and

equipment. Such competition led to increased expenditure. However, the pricereducing effect

of competition for sick fund business among hospitals and other providers had a mitigating

effect.

At least ifnancially, access to hospital services was guaranteed to sick fund members.

Nevertheless, some of the respondents indicated that members of KHC were often made to wait

longer for hospital services in the Tel Aviv market than were members of other sick funds. This
was a direct result of the regionalization agreement which, as noted, provided some incentive

for hospitals to prefer members of smaller sick funds. Conversely, members of smaller sick
funds had problems receiving service from outpatient clinics run by KHC hospitals; they also

faced ifnancial barriers when trying to receive care outofregion.

Obviously, these quality and cost outcomes will have to be measured more systematically. Sick

fund members and patients ought to be surveyed regarding the effect of increased competition
on their satisfaction with hospital services. Cost and quality of care data that have been adjusted
for case mix need to be amassed and compared across the two markets and across hospitals that
have similar competitive behavior.

L. Summary Comparison of the Two Hospital Markets
Despite the major structural differences between them  regionalization and global

reimbursement in Tel Aviv, but not in Jerusalem  competitive hospital behavior was found to
be surprisingly similar in the two markets. There are a number of possible explanations for this.

First, with the exception of Assuta Hospital and Herziliya Medical Center, all of the hospitals
in both markets were nonproift entities. This might have limited the extent to which they

behaved as typical competitors in a market as envisioned by classical economic theory. In

addition, professional norms were similar in the two markets. Moreover, the very presence of
private hospitals in Tel Aviv encouraged that city's public hospitals to adopt a more businesslike
competitive posture than would be anticipated under regionalization and global reimbursement
arrangements. Finally, planning methods such as regionalization and ER rotation were
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vulnerable to violation and gaming, and were apparently not strongly enforced by the MOH,

KHC, or any other body.

In addition to these central findings, the research suggests the following:

* While hospitals in both markets were interested in attracting patients, this appeared to

be more the case in Jerusalem than in Tel Aviv. In Tel Aviv, the regionalization
agreement created incentives to discriminate among members of different sick funds.

This was somewhat mitigated by the active attempts of regional sick fund directors to
ensure their clients adequate access to hospitals. In Jerusalem, patients of all sick funds
were equally attractive, and sick fund directors did not have to make the efforts made by
their Tel Aviv counterparts.

* In both markets, the system's planned element  regionalization (Tel Aviv) or ER
rotation (Jerusalem)  did not completely constrain hospital, patient, physician or sick
fund behavior. The different incentives created by each of these arrangements appeared
to be related to the divergent incentives of hospital directors and department heads. This
intraorganizational conflict over goals was more prevalent in Tel Aviv than in

Jerusalem, as hospital directors in Jerusalem were more likely to view additional volume
as having direct positive effects on their revenues.

* In both markets, hospitals competed by seeking top staff, purchasing stateoftheart
equipment, and enhancing their prestige. This "means to an end" of attracting patients

also functioned as an end in itself. All the hospitals developed links with community
clinics and physicians in order to sharpen their competitive edge. In neither market did
hospitals appear to use liberallengthofstay policies to attract patients.

* In both markets the largest hospital (Tel Hashomer in Tel Aviv and Hadassah Ein
Karem in Jerusalem) appeared to place less emphasis on developing new services than

did its competitors (Ichilov and Shaare Zedek, respectively).

* Patients in both markets, especially in Jerusalem, enjoyed the increased flexibility in
selecting hospitals for elective procedures that resulted from and that contributed to

hospital competition.
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* Pirvate hospitals in Tel Aviv benefitted from queues in the public sector. The sick

funds used both hospitals and freestanding centers in the private sector to pressure the

public sector into providing better or cheaper service.

* Sick funds were becoming increasingly active as group purchasers of hospital services.

* The structure of both markets departed in important ways from the ideal competitive
model. Significant concentrations of market power and possibilities for cross subsidies

elicited claims and counter claims of unfairness from different hospitals and from both
the public and pirvate sectors.

* The MOH was relatively uninvolved in systematically organizing or regulating the

competition between hospitals in the two markets.
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***. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

As of 1990, hospitals in both markets were offering new and expanded services and trying to

attract patients. Patients exercised choice in both markets, and physicians made referrals based
on a hospital's reputation and affiliation. In Tel Aviv, public, and especially government,

hospitals had a special incentive to admit two types of patients: those insured by the small sick

funds and those from outside the region. As a result, KHC patients might have been put at
somewhat of a disadvantage when it came to beneiftting from the competition among hospitals.

But even KHC patients who demanded service outofregion, in a hospital of their choice, were
increasingly being covered by KHC. In both markets, the desire of publiclybased physicians

to increase their income created an incentive to compete for patients  even when the physicians'
intention was to channel patients into the private sector. In addition, participants in the hospital

markets, especially hospital directors, anticipated some changes, such as the granting of

autonomy to government hospitals and the elimination of regionalization. It is thus not

surprising that we found similar competitive behavior in the two markets.

One major conclusion of this research was that competitive hospital behavior can continue to

exist in a planned system. This is perhaps not surprising, given the structural aspects of the
system as outlined in Sections Three and Four. For example, the unclear position of the small
sick funds within the regionalization plan left open the possibility of hospitals competing for their
members. But, as noted, competitive hospital behavior was no more aimed only at the small

funds than was the "noncompetitive" behavior controlled by regionalization aimed only at KHC.

It may be said that hospital competition in Israel existed in the margins of a planned system.

The situation we found reflected a certain ambivalence in Israeli society toward the relative roles
of competition and planning. This research supports the perception of a political economy that

is constrained by centralized government bureaucracies, but which allows for a certain amount

of individual latitude, and which may be moving toward decentralization and the introduction
of market forces.

The policy implications of these impending changes are great. Should increasing reliance on

competition be resisted? How much, and what type of planning should be maintained? What

is government's role in a competitive hospital system?
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The State Commission of Inquiry into the Israeli health care system made recommendations that

support introducing more competition into the hospital system, while preserving a measure of
central planning. According to the Commission's report, the country would be divided int0

health regions within which sick funds, hospitals, and other providers would compete. M0H

and KHC hospitals would become autonomous units operating on an economic basis. Tne sick
funds in each market would receive capitation payments from the government in return iox

supplying a governmentdetermined basket of basic services. Sick funds would contract with
hospitals within their region. Certain hospitals would be designated national centers for highly

sophisticated treatments. A directorate would be appointed in each region to plan and monitor

health services, including determining how capital investments should be deployed within the

region, verifying that sick funds are indeed supplying the required basket of services, and

monitoring quality of care in hospitals and other health facilities. While the focus on

regionalization appears to have been weakened during the process of implementing the

recommendations, no final resolution has been reached. It is worth considering the beairng of
the findings on possible future plans for regionalization.

The findings reported here can serve as a basis for analyzing problems which might airse as
competition increasesin. the Israeli hospital system and the Committee's recommendations are

implemented.

Most hospitals in Israel are not accustomed to allout competition. If the transition ot a

competitive system takes place rapidly, quality institutions that have not previously made

competition a priority may fare poorly enough to face pressure to downsize, or even close.

Policymakers might consider introducing gradually the structural changes and financial incentives

that accompany increased hospital competition. Alternatively, competition could be introduced
rapidly as a matter of government policy, with the government temporarily supporting those
hospitals that need time to learn how to operate in the new environment. In either case?

introduction of hospital competition must be continually monitored to ensure that policymakers

will be able to deal with unanticipated consequences in real time.

Staff reputation and competition over key staff were revealed to be important in hospital

competition. As a result, relations between hospital employers and labor unions will strongly

influence and be influenced by increasing competition. Salary and other pecuniary benefits used
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to garner key staff may be constrained by national wage agreements. If unions are too strong,

competition over staff may result in wage inflation and inefficient allocation of resources.

The roleof the sick funds in making deals with hospitals appeared to be growing in importance.

Sick funds should consider both cost and quality. The research reported here indicates that sick
funds focus on the cost and expeditiousness of the care received by their members. They try

to control unduly long hospital stays, to obtain discount prices for specific procedures, and to

shorten queues for their members. However, more refined monitoring of quality and efficiency

will be required if sick funds begin negotiating contracts with hospitals on a competitive basis

for large amounts of hospitalbased care. Information will have to be made available, perhaps
by the government, on indicators such as mortality rates adjusted for case mix by hospitals and
physicians.

Another consideration is that the presence of large purchasing agents, such as KHC, can create
instability in a competitive hospital market. For example, if KHC takes up most of the beds in
a region it may be able to command significant discounts in the pirces of inpatient services.
Smaller funds may demand that the government intervene to help them get similar discounts.
This would effectively move pircing decisions from the market to the political arena.

In considering relations and contracting between hospitals and sick funds, KHC's market power
must also be considered. As owner and supplier of about onethird of the general hospital beds
in the country, KHC could give ifrst priority to providing its members with services at its own

hospitals before purchasing elsewhere. Whether or not this will be acceptable within the

competitive framework will depend in part on whether members of KHC will be free to move
to other sick funds. If not, competition between KHC hospitals and other hospitals will be based

on the market power of KHC, rather than on quality and efficiency.

Another question to consider is to what degree sick funds will be able to balance contracting

with preferred providers against customer satisfaction. We mentioned that sick funds convinced

members that their preferred provider program keeps premiums down, allows more freedom of
choice, and "feels" like the pirvate sector. Such persuasion may be sufficient as long as
preferred provider arrangements are limited to the margins of the planned system. But it is
likely that sick fund management will have to develop other tools for managing consumer needs
and desires when selective contracting takes on a greater role in the system.
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Yet another concern is the predatory behavior of large hospitals. Small hospitals exPressed

concern that their volume deals with sick funds might be blocked by larger hospitals threatening

to retaliate by withholding specialized services. Such "tie in" deals were rePorted by our
respondents. Conversely, large hospitals were worried about losing their lowcost procedures

to small hospitals, which operate with less overhead. Perhaps the Commission's notion of
creating national centers ofr highlyspecialized activities will ameliorate tms Problem.

The limited number of competitors on both "sides" raises the possibility of the development of
cartels. Oligopoly tends to encourage market segmentation or price f1xing by suppliers.

However, this type of "cooperation" could also serve positive ends, such as reducing costs or
improving quality. For example, Jerusalem's ER rotation system had positive, as well as

negative, effects: It reduced costs, divided up the market, and diminished competition by

assuring each hospital of a market share.

Aside from the problems of competition between large and small hospitals, there is the matter

of nonhospital competitors  such as the Jerusalem Medical Center, which Provides day

surgery. The difficulty faced by this Center in obtaining necessary hospital backup suggests
that the government will have an important role to play in determining and implementing anti

trust policies. The general problem of existing competitors using monopolistic or oligopolistic
advantages to bar the entry of new competitors will have to be addressed.

Another important regulatory role for the MOH mentioned by the Commission is contorl of the
diffusion of expensive medical technology. Approval of technological expansion would be the
responsibility of regional health boards. This research has shown that acquiring stateoftheart

equipment has been an important tactic in hospital competition in Israel, u may tnus be

anticipated that hospitals will compete among themselves within a region for the regional health
board's approval of technological advances. Careful attention needs to be paid to developing

criteira for the diffusion of technology and the MOH's role in regulating this.

Government can play a crucial role as regulator in a competitive hospital market ljke the one
developing in Israel, and in a system like the one envisioned by the Commission of Inquiry. For
example, the government must regulate contracts and ensure that sick funds d0 not extract
savings in hospitalization at the expense of underutilization. The government must als0 ensure
freedom of movement among sick funds, lest they contract with hospitals without duly
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considering consumer needs and desires. Issues of market structure also call for regulatory
intervention. Yet, as reported here, the MOH has been uninvolved in regulating existing
competition, including dealmaking between sick funds and hospitals. If the future holds more
dealmaking between sick funds and hospitals, study and analysis of current deals or of those
under negotiation will contirbute to preparing the MOH for its future regulatory role.

Concern has been voiced that introducing an economic calculus into public hospitals may create

problems of access for certain classes of patients whom hospitals view as unprofitable. The

research reported herein indicates that although financial access to hospital services has not been
a problem for most Israelis, in the Tel Aviv market regionalization created financial incentives
for hospitals to practice preferential admission. It remains to be seen whether the impending

changes in the system will help or hinder access. As envisioned, once public hospitals become
corporations, the sick funds will be responsible for ensuring that hospital services are readily

accessible to their members  even those deemed undesirable or unprofitable by the hospitals.
However, sick funds may not be willing to play this role unless they fear that failure to do so

will cost them members, and hence revenue. This will depend in part on the degree to which
capitation payments will cover highcost cases. It will also depend on the sanctions that
members and regulators will be able to bring to bear on sick funds and hospitals that
discirminate against such patients.

The issues raised by the research to date call for further study. The two markets studied here
served a major portion of the Israeli population; however, it remains to be seen whether what

has been learned so far applies to other parts of the country, such as greater Haifa, the Galilee,
and the Negev. Each of these areas differ from the two studied here: As of 1990, the Negev
had only one major hospital; owned and operated by KHC, it had a somewhat closer relationship
to KHC clinics in the region than did KHC hospitals in other regions. In Haifa and the Galilee

there were several peripheral hospitals, which apparently competed with major hospitals in that
and other regions, including Tel Aviv.

Hospital competition in all of the regions was largely a result of the cultural, institutional, and
bureaucratic composition of Israeli society, which is changing. In addition, individual hospital
markets in Israel have their own dynamic, and are likely to change significantly over time.
These two factors indicate the importance of the continued research and monitoring of these
developments.
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Finally, under conditions of increased hospital competition and selective contracting,
understanding what influences a consumer's choice of hospital provider is very important. Sick

funds will need to balance overall organizational goals, such as cost containment, with consumer
desires. Hospitals will need to understand and respond to consumer choice behavior. And

government will have to evaluate the capacity of consumers to make informed choices in an

environment where information is specialized and fragmented, determining its role in the supply

of information to consumers.
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APPENDIX: DECENTRALIZATION AND COMPETITION IN THE ISRAELI
POLITICAL ECONOMY

Israel's unique political economy requires that subtlety be employed in trying to understand
changes in health  or any other  area of domestic social policy. Discussing the key aspects

of public policy in Israel, one observer wrote:

"One overall outcome of all these policies was the development of a model of political
economy which could not be called either socialist or capitalist or just a welfare state in
any of the usual sense of these terms, if there exists such a 'usual sense' . It was in a
way a mixture of these different elements, but the nature of this mixture and its
concomitant specific sociopolitical and economic dynamics were rather special."
)Eisenstadt, 1985).

Israel was never typified by the socialism and centralism that once dominated Eastern Europe.

Yet neither does Israel have much in common with the individualistic, competitive philosophies
that are the foundation of the American political economy. Israeli social institutions are
grounded in ideological and religious visions of society, manifested in the "...Zionist version of
socialism that evolved in Palestine from eastern and central European ideologies of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century" (BenPorath, 1986). The State of Israel's brand of
democracy was certainly intended to promote the welfare of individuals, but it has necessarily
been characterized more by collective action than by individual initiative. During the Yishuv

peirod, which preceded creation of the State, the foundations of social welfare were laid by

collectives and nationbuilding institutions such as kibbutzim and moshavim (communal rural
settlements); the Histadrut (General Federation of Labor); and the Jewish Agency. Their
importance was accentuated by the special needs of the nascent Jewish settlement in Israel,

including the need for protection against the security threat posed by the Arab nations; the need

to socially and economically integrate disparate immigrant and refugee populations from a wide

vairety of countires and cultures; and the need to disperse the population to strategically
important areas of the country. Thus, the preState era saw the creation of significant
institutions to serve these needs.
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Once the State was established, the ideas that had guided the Yishuv became the dominant
political philosophy. These encouraged the development of a welfare state in which resources

would be concentrated in the hands of the government and of the institutions that had

administered the preState settlement (Airan, 1985).

In Israel, government has traditionally been heavily involved in economic activity: owning

significant proportions of the means of production; dominating capital markets; actively

implementing its own policiesof economic expansion and development (Arian, 1984; Eisenstadt,

1985; Sharkansky, 1987).

For some time, however, there has been a trend toward increasing decentralization, reliance on
the market, and even privatization. Some government companies and sanctioned monopolies are

being sold off, or subjected to new "rules of the game" that encourage increased competition.

One example is the recent reform of the gasoline and oil markets, which entailed altering price

setting arrangements and allowing new entrants into what was previously a cartel (Sharon,
1988). Several government companies, such as Bezek, the telecommunications company

(previously part of a government ministry), are being opened up to private investment in stock

holdings. Some view this as the first step toward the privatization of these companies.

However, privatization has proceeded slowly because entrenched institutions and processes resist
change. For example, while one government ministry was planning the decartelization of the
fuel industry, another was planning to create a government company that would purchase all

imported fossil fuels (Rafaeli, Y. Maairv April 1, 1990).

The increasing pressures facing the Histadrut (General Federation of Labor) and its holding

company, Hevrat Ovdim, may also portend structural change. Employing about 2570 of the
labor force and dominating the representation of employed workers in Israel, the Histadrut is

considered by some to be second only to the government in economic policymaking (Sharkansky,
1987). It is also central to any discussion of health policy, as its sick fund (Kupat Holim Clalit)

insures about75?Z of the population and provides much, if not most, of the health care services
in the country. Recently, however, the Histadrut has faced major financial challenges (Reiner,

Tal, et al., 1989). The Histadrut conglomerate Koor was nearly pressured into bankruptcy by
foreign investors. While the government could be counted on for emergency financial aid during
the previous term of the Labor Patry, it was less suppotrive during the term of the Likud Patry.
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Koor received some government aid in dealing with foreign creditors, but also began selling off
parts of its conglomerate (Tal, 1989).

International developments also affect the role of competition in the Israeli political economy.

In the context of agreements with the European Economic Community (EEC), Israel may have

to eliminate many import tariffs and trade barriers by 1992, exposing home industries to greater
competition (Razin et al., 1989).

The fiscal austerity that has recently come to characterize many Western welfare states also

characterizes Israel. Government is reducing social services budgets. In some cases, private
ifnance and service providers are iflling the gap. Increasingly, people are paying directly for

private services; (Doron, 1988 and 1989a; Rosen, 1989b).5

The health sector is experiencing similar developments. Competition is increasing in a health

care system that traditionally  at least in rhetoirc  has eschewed labels such as "pirvatization"
and "competition", and that has avoided viewing health care as a "market mediated product".
Consumer choice has been perceived as being limited to the narrow issue of choice of physician,
probably because until recently, most Israelis were not even free to choose their physician.

Individual choice of insurer or hospital has been discussed much less frequently. Nevertheless,
the health sector in Israel is a leader in the introduction of competition. Thus, changes in the

health care system are both the result of generalpoliticaleconomic trends and a phenomenon
which  despite the unique aspects of health care markets  may indicate how competition will

affect other sectors of the economy.

' Eairng the 1980s, the budgets of many personal social services weer slashed "as part of a comprehensive economic
policy that included the contraction of public expenditure". During tlie latter part of the decade, some budgets resumed
growth, but more slowly than before. In some fields, such as education, private funding has replaced public budgets,
causing problems of equity. See the Spring Review of the Center for Social Policy Studies in Israel, 1992, esp. pp. 16, 21.
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שווקים: שני בין
בישראל בתיהחול'ם ב'ן התחרות

חיניץ רוזןדוד ברון

ממשלת של בריאות מדיניות לחקר המשותפת התכנית במסגרת נכתבה זו עבודה
וג'וינטישראל. ברוקדייל ג'וינטמכון ישראל,

לגרונטולוגיה ברוקדייל מכון  ג'וינס
וחברה אדם והתפתחות
13087 ת.ד. גבעתג'וינט,

91130 ירושלים

ישראל ג'וינס
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■ ברוקדיילו ג'וינטמכון מהו
/ בישראל. וחברה אדם והתפתחות בריאות מדיניות הזקנה, לחקר ארצי מרכז

העולמי. והג'וינט ישראל ממשלת בחסות הפועל רווח, כוונת ללא עצמאי מוסד
בעיות לפתרון רבתחומית גישה ונוקט נבחרות סוגיות בזיהוי המתמקד מומחים צוות

ובריאות. רווחה שירותי במערכות

המחקר ממצאי את לקשור המסייעים מקצוע, ואנשי מדיניות מעצבי לחוקרים, מפגש נקודת
ן בשטח. שינויים של לביצועם
ו

הבינלאומית. לקהילה ישראל בין פעולה לשיתוף מרכז

בישראל בריאות מדיניות לחקר התכנית
ג'וינטמכון פיתח ישראל, ממשלת ולבקשת הבריאות בשירותי המעמיק למשבר בתגובה
התכנית מטרת בישראל. בריאות מדיניות לחקר תכנית ישראל ג'וינט בשיתוף ברוקדייל
סוגיות של ניתוחן דרך והספקתם הבריאות שירותי מימון לשיפור למאמצים לתרום היא

עיקריים. יעדים שלושה לתכנית נבחרות. מדיניות
יי לשיפור מרכזיות רפורמות של וההערכה הביצוע התכנון, בתהליך ישראל לממשלת לסייע 

בריאות. מערכות ניהול
ואת יעילותם את לשפר במאמציהם בישראל ולמבטחים בריאות שירותי לספקי לסייע 

מועילותם.
שירותי למערכת ארוך לטווח תרומה לתרום נועדו אשר מחקריים פרוייקטים לפתח 

בישראל. הבריאות
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תקציר

ואשר בישראל הבריאות במערכת תחרות דפוסי על עמד אשר קודם, מחקר בעקבות נערך זה מחקר
מתעדים זה בדו"ח המדווחים הממצאים .1990 בשנת ברוקדייל ג'וינטמכון של כפרסום לאור יצא
.1990 בתחילת אביב, ובתל בירושלים בתיהחולים בשוק התחרות של היקפה ואת אופיה את
ניסו מדוע שלהם, החולים מספר את להגדיל בתיהחולים ניסו מידה, ובאיזו האם, מנתח המחקר
התפקיד את המחקר בודק כמוכן נוספים. חולים למשוך כדי נקטו צעדים ובאלו זאת לעשות
וגוברת. הולכת התחרות שבו בשוק בתיהחולים שירותי של כרוכשות קופותהחולים שממלאות

תיאוריות סמך על בישראל בתיהחולים של התחרותית התנהגותם את לנבא אפשרי בלתי כמעט
שוק את נכונה מתארים אינם משוכלל תחרותי שוק של מפורטים כלכליים מודלים אפילו בלבד.
ניתוח מובא זה בדו"ח השוק. ליקויי את בחשבון מביאים הם שאין משום בארץ, הבריאות שירותי
בעקבות בתיהחולים. בין בתחרות הפועלים העיקריים הגורמים בין הדינמיים הגומלין יחסי של

המחקר. ממצאי יוצגו הניתוח.

רופאים מחלקות, מנהלי בתיחולים מנהלי עם ראיונות 40 על בעיקר התבסס המחקר
המחקר מן .1990 לאוגוסט ינואר שבין בתקופה נערכו אשר קופותחולים, ומנהלי בבתיהחולים
שהתקנות ולמרות בתיהחולים, של היחידה מטרתם היתה לא החולים על שהתחרות שאף עולה,
את להגביר החלו ובירושלים אביב בתל בתיהחולים זאת בכל רבה, במידה התחרות את הגבילו
הכנסותיהם, את להגדיל בתיהחולים קיוו זו בדרך נוספים. חולים אליהם למשוך מאמציהם
כוחהאדם תקני ואת המיטות תקני את שתצדיק תפוסה להבטיח הרופאים, הכנסות את להגדיל
בעתיד. הצפויה יותר התחרותית בסביבה הישרדות לצורך הנדרש הניסיון את ולרכוש הקיימים,

הספקים עם קשריהם את חיזקו חדשים, שירותים פיתחו בתיהחולים חולים, למשוך כדי
את ופרסמו אחרהצהריים, בשעות שירותים מכרו שם, ידועי רופאים על התחרו הקהילתיים,
השימוש על ובפיקוח במעקב מאמצים להשקיע החלו קופותהחולים התקשורת. בכלי ביתהחולים

נבחרים. בתיחולים עם קבוצתיים רכישה לחוזי להגיע נסיונות ונעשו בבתיהחולים,

תיגמול שיטת בתיהחולים, על הבעלות מבחינת אביב בתל מזה נבדל בירושלים האשפוז שוק
השוקובתמריצים במבנה הללו ההבדלים לאור חולים. להכוונת הארגוניים וההסדרים בתיהחולים
אלה ציפיות אביב. בתל מאשר בירושלים יותר חריפה תחרות למצוא החוקרים ציפו הכלכליים,
דומה היתה השווקים בשני התחרותית ההתנהגות בסךהכל כי התברר אך מסוימת במידה אוששו

שציפו. מכפי יותר

ויעילותה תפקודה לבדיקת הממלכתית החקירה ועדת המליצה ,1990 באוגוסט שהתפרסם בדו"ח
הוועדה מהמלצות חלק בישראל. האשפוז מערכת בארגון רפורמה הנהגת על הבריאות מערכת של
מקבלי בקרב הסכמה שקיימת פי על אף היום. כבר מיושמות הרפורמה להנהגת הנוגעות
להגיע הצליחו טרם הם יותר, תחרותית להיות צריכה הבריאות שמערכת בישראל ההחלטות
השינויים להערכת חשובים יסוד נתוני מספק זה מחקר זאת. לבצע יש בה הדרך על להסכמה
נושאים על המחקר מצביע כמוכן הוועדה. המלצות יישום לאחר בתיהחולים בהתנהגות הצפויים

נוספת. חקירה הדורשים בישראל, האשפוז שוק של בדינמיקה הקשורים נוספים



תודה דברי

שירותי וספקי קופותחולים מנהלי בתיחולים, מנהלי עם ראיונות על בעיקר מבוססת זו עבודה
הזמן על המרואיינים לכל להודות מבקשים המחברים אביב. ותל ירושלים באזורי בריאות

ליבם. גילוי ועל שלהם התובנות על לראיונות, שהקדישו

נון בן גבי האוצר, ממשרד כהן ודורון מילגרום דוד בהשתתפות היגוי, ועדת הנחתה הפרוייקט את
למערך המחקר, לשאלות תרמה ההיגוי ועדת ברוקדייל. מג'וינטמכון חביב וג'ק הבריאות ממשרד
יעקב תרומתו. על הועדה מחברי אחד לכל מודים אנו הנוכחי. ולדו"ח הממצאים לניתוח המחקר,
ומרעיונותיו. מנסיונו רבות ותרם הוועדה, של ישיבות במספר הוא גם השתתף הבריאות ממשרד נבו

הדו"ח: של קודמות בגרסאות עיינו אשר במכון, הבריאות מדיניות לחקר ביחידה לחברינו גם תודה
הסתייענו יובל. ודן אוטנשטיין נעמי ניראל, נורית גרוס, רויטל כהן, מרק כהן, בטסי ברנע, תמרה
את לעצב לנו בסייעו מרכזי תפקיד מילא חביב ג'ק דוכין. ועופר בר עליזה המחקר בעוזרי גם
מהמרכז בןבסט יוחנן כולל נוספים, קוראים של בהערותיהם נעזרנו כמוכן המושגית. המסגרת
מן אלנצוויג אבי ,Kings Fund Collegen בופורד אייבי ג'ו העברית, הדסההאוניברסיטה הרפואי
ג'ורג' מאוניברסיטת גרינברג וורן אביב, תל מאוניברסיטת נוי שלמה העברית, האוניברסיטה
רוזנבלוט מיכאל כללית, חולים מקופת זילברג יעקב ,United Hospital Fundn ולדק ברוס וושינגטון,
למיה להודות גם ברצוננו אסותא. ביתהחולים מנהל אבירם, ואלכס כללית חולים מקופת
בירושלים, שנערך intenrational Hospital Federationn של 1990 בכנס נוספים ולמשתתפים מוהליבר

המועילות. הערותיהם עבור

רב. בכישרון זו עבודה שערכה ויינשטיין למרשה להודות ברצוננו לבסוף
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